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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this lecture, the Tenement, might well
seem a completely obvious, unambiguous subject.
Almost more than any other building type of the past
two centuries, everyone has some idea what ‘tenement’
means, and everyone has some idea that it’s a building
type of wider cultural importance than just ‘mere
architecture’. This is maybe because the tenement is seen
by many people as the specially Scottish contribution
to urban housing, and thus as something which falls
especially within the area of ‘national identity’, an area
that has assumed such a heightened significance in the
new era of home rule. Over the previous three decades,
especially - the 1970s, 80s and 90s - the tenement has
come to be viewed as something which is both firmly
rooted in the Scottish communities of the past and
also points forward to the uncertain future. In other
words, it has come to appear an especially Scottish way
of making sense of the housing problems of modern
society, of rooting modern solutions in tradition and
in national community. It seems to be both a living
testament and a bridge to the future.
That idea was, for example, expressed in the very name
of one notable 1980s housing project modelled on the
tenement pattern, in Maryhill, Glasgow. This project
tried to combine innovative internal planning with
a classical exterior evoking the 19th century work of
Alexander Thomson. Some 20 years before time, it
called this combination the ‘21st Century Tenement’.
And although the 90s saw a change in the architectural
style of housing towards a revival of modernism, still
descriptions of virtually all new urban housing projects
in the past decade have made some reference to the
inspiration of the ‘traditional’ tenement. It was seen as
admirable for both social and visual reasons. It was seen
as a dense and sociable setting, in which all different
social groups can freely mix, and whose wall-like facades
reinforce the public space of the traditional street. It
was seen as something that could combine a strong
moral and social authority with a direct, highly specific
material aspect, because it is associated with a real, very
distinctive object. So for all these reasons, it was seen as
something simple, directly accessible, and important to
the wider community.

What I want to do in this paper is to interject a note
of caution, and to argue that ‘the tenement’, as an idea
and a ‘thing’, far from being palpable and unchanging,
is in fact subjective, ambiguous, shifting – and certainly
not inevitably fated to stay a central feature of housing
debates. I want to argue that ‘The Tenement’ has been
not so much a fixed object but a fluid polemical device,
a piece of political rhetoric dating from an age when
housing was one of the most ‘political’ areas of public
life. By ‘political’, I do not mean party political, but
something concerned with matters of burning public
concern, with conflicting ideals, which could only
be made sense of by extreme polemical arguments.
And this has a consequence for today, because while
housing was inevitably ‘political’ in that way in the past,
under the new market economy it’s become largely
depoliticised, and so ‘the tenement’, as an ideal, seems to
be very slowly but surely slipping into the background
again.
So, to begin with, the question of why housing had to
be political and polemical? Well, over a period of about
100 years, the era of mass society and world war, from
the late 19th century until the 1970s and ‘80s, the main
domestic political issue in Scotland was class politics. Its
focus was whether and how the conditions of the mass
of the people, or what used to be called the ‘lower orders’
of society, should be improved. The ‘housing question’
was probably the most impassioned and important
aspect of this system of class politics. Like other aspects
of party politics, it was addressed through a series of
competing visions whose main feature was their highly
polarised, polemical character in relation to each other.
The reason for this combative framework was as a way of
motivating people’s zeal and passion, and defusing more
extremist positions. This general political passion about
housing was also paralleled by a more specific debate
about the architecture of housing, a debate which in
Scotland and England had also been highly ‘politicised’
since the late 19th century. This housing built form
debate also took the form of a succession of polemical,
utopian visions of architecture and society, each one
vehemently rejecting its predecessor. Such a violent,
combative framework was doubtless essential, to act as
a lightning conductor, but it had the effect of concealing
the in many ways even more fundamental continuities
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which also ran through the period.
Now what do I mean by continuities? Well, you could
argue that the built form of housing in this era, as
before and since, was actually dominated by one main
theme that was carried through pretty relentlessly and
unswervingly: the spreading across society, including
to the working classes, of the ideal of the self-contained
family home, previously the preserve of the rich.
Alongside that main theme ran a subsidiary theme or
counter-theme, which had only really come into being
in this period: a concern to try to make sure that all
these homes added up to a wider social ‘community’
of one type or another. Basically, that tension between
the drive for domestic privacy and the yearning for
community was found in all modern countries; the
only difference was the precise argumentation and
built forms in which it was expressed. The relationship
between the two also developed over time in each
country. The most common chronology in industrial
Northern Europe was a two-stage one. Up to the 1960s,
the stress was on building of new communities of
sanitary family dwellings under the aegis of the state,
and a strong condemnation of the older 19th century
mixed-together environments. Then came a surplus of
these new dwellings, a reaction against mass building,
and an identification of community instead with the old
mixed patterns.
In Scotland, this chronological development was not
expressed openly, but was filtered through, and obscured
by, a polemical utopian debate focused on the idea of
the Tenement. The concept of the tenement, within
this highly politicised framework, underwent two
stages of evolution. The first was that of the tenement
as a bad thing, as a bogeyman. This was a concept
originally devised by hostile housing critics a century
ago as a weapon in the political drive for housing
reform. The tenement was an obsolete dystopia, and the
corresponding utopia was the low density garden suburb
community made up of self contained family cottages.
The second evolutionary stage in this ‘political’,
polemical, utopian exploitation of the tenement began
in the 1960s and ‘70s, when that drive for reform finally
lost impetus and ran into political opposition. From that
2

point, the portrayal of the tenement reversed, and it was
made into an extremely good thing. It became a utopia
of the past, a symbol of the community of the good old
days which could be cited by those against alienating
modernisation. In this second phase, the tenement
became part of a broader current of ideas in moral and
religious affairs, the movement of ‘fundamentalism’ - a
way of dealing with the alienating, fragmenting effects
of change and modernity by appealing to the authority
of ‘tradition’. The idea was that the state had been
building masses of self contained dwellings, but in the
wrong form, heaped together in alienating modern
blocks. These were housing, not homes. They provided
not privacy but loneliness, and not community but
fragmentation. To secure proper homes and community
together you had to look to the tenement as a symbol of
a pre-modern golden age. Also, in the specific politicocultural context of Scotland, it became to some extent a
nationalistic totem, a symbol of the Scottish divergence
from England and of the supposed affinity with ‘Europe’.
So: round about a century of extreme, social and
political debate about housing, with the tenement
acting as a kind of symbolic lightning rod. A century
of turbulence that now seems to have ended, with the
demotion of mass housing to a depoliticised, privatised
status. So now, I’d argue, is a very good time to stand
back and take an overview of this century of turbulence,
and of the way the tenement symbolised the changes in
ideas and values within it.
What I’m going to do is to discuss these two past phases
of tenement polemic, negative and positive, working
forward from the tenement dystopia to the tenement
Utopia that it spawned, and focusing especially on the
overall motives and origins of both. It had some bad
aspects – it led to a succession of distortions of the
true, complex story of Scottish housing. But it also had
a very positive result – it was a way of giving passion
and concrete reality to the often dry housing debates
– a passion that is no longer completely accessible or
comprehensible to us today.
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THE TENEMENT DYSTOPIA
My first basic point is that the positive, fundamentalist
picture of the tenement today actually sprang out of
a highly negative, modernising argument devised a
century ago by people who were fervently opposed
to tenements! Both arguments are similar in their
polemical tone, but their individual elements are almost
exactly reversed. They were two polar extremes in the
20th century’s portrayal of the tenement. Both formed
part of utopias of the future, defined with reference to a
highly polemical picture of 19th century housing, with
the tenement as its symbol. This was just one aspect of
the way in which the vigour of the 19th century cast
a long shadow across much of the 20th century, with
things like the welfare state or modern architecture
defining themselves as much as anything negatively,
as the opposite of the 19th century, and then people
reacting against that by hailing the 19th century as a
utopia. But all 20th-century commentators were agreed
on all the most important features of the tenement,
whether they saw those features as good or bad. They
agreed that it was highly dense, crowded, mixed in uses,
and that, in this, it contrasted with the greater selfcontainment of England; the 1990s commentators added
the claim of affinity to ‘Europe’.
Let’s begin with the anti-tenement period at the turn of
century. Here, I want to illustrate my point by looking
in detail at one key text, a text which actually changed
the whole course of Scottish housing for over fifty
years: the Ballantyne Report of 1917, or, to give it its
full name, the Report of the Royal Commission on the
Housing of the Industrial Population of Scotland. This
was a massive government-sponsored investigation into
housing, in the heat of wartime, which comprehensively
attacked the existing system of private-enterprise
housing and argued that the state should take overall
control. As part of its attacks, it strongly criticised the
tenements and dwellings of the Scottish industrial city.
The Ballantyne Report’s anti-tenement dystopia was
a highly modern, rationalistic thing; it formed part of
the variegated attempts to modernise society through
state coordination. And, typically of the ‘unionist
nationalism’ of the pre-1914 years, these were defined by
a different sort of comparison with England, a friendly

but competitive one in which the role of Scotland was
to see itself as a leader in some areas, such as education
or military prowess, while needing to catch up in some
others, such as housing.
In the Ballantyne Report’s critiques of the built-form
of Scottish housing, the tenement was portrayed as a
specially Scottish variety of urban high density: one
which contrived, in particular, to muddle together all
the urban classes and functions that should best be
segregated. That density and social mixing was - it
should be emphasised - seen by Ballantyne not as good
but as extremely bad. The word used to describe it all
was ‘overcrowding’. The Report argued that tenements
were deficient in precisely the aspects which would
later be praised by the tenement revival people. Above
all, they were claimed to be unsuitable for wholesome
family life. In contrast to the mawkish praise of the
tenement as family friendly in the Jeely Piece Song
today, the Report claimed that the tenement was a
completely unsuitable place for children: piteous stories
were related of their ‘sad attempts to play’ in the stairs
and back courts. The ‘crowding’ or lack of segregation
of people within dwellings was said to lead to moral as
well as medical degeneration: Ballantyne thundered that
the ‘single-end’ (one room tenement flat) ‘lies on the
extreme margin of industrial civilisation ... life in one
room is incompatible with family decency ... How can
you live and preserve “the white flower of a blameless
life” - in one room?’ These dwellings were neither
suitable for the fostering of privacy nor for the fostering
of community. They were actively harmful to both aims.
This supposedly uniquely Scottish dystopia was
bolstered by a national comparison, exclusively with
England. The English patterns were seen as more
conducive to family life: the tenement, a human anthill,
was ‘so different from the two-storey self-contained
cottages in English towns’, which had more but smaller
rooms than the Scottish flats. In its recommendations,
the Ballantyne Report, perhaps disingenuously, implied
that the real choice facing the nation was between old,
overcrowded Scottish slum tenements and new, English
garden suburbs.
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So far, all well and good: the tenement was supposedly
an extreme of density and promiscuity, and things in
England were totally different. And for that reason
the government would have to intervene to put things
right, by stamping out the wicked private market that
had brought this about, and by imposing new and better
standards of housing. But, as with all rhetorical and
political slogans, it bore very little relation to reality.
Here we get to the first of the distortions I want to
focus on, distortions caused by the political, polemical
framework of discussion we’re dealing with here. This
is the fact that pre-1914 Scottish housing, judged by
international standards of comparison, was neither
particularly dense nor radically different from England.
Owing to time restrictions, I can only focus on one or
two factors. The first, the most basic measure of density,
is that of the number of dwellings on a given site. Here
the Scottish-English comparison foregrounds differences
in building height and whether the dwellings are flats or
not. But what if we look instead at the even more basic
factor of the distribution of building mass on the site?
In that case, what we find is that in the case of typical
continental tenements, as for instance in Germany,
France or Austria, each building plot was usually entirely
built over, with a network of ‘front’, ‘back’ and ‘cross’
blocks, forming a continuous mass, punctuated only by
courtyards; the social implication of such layouts is that
higher-rental front and lower-rental back dwellings are
mixed together in the same block. The open spaces in
the middle of street blocks were typically occupied by
light industry (see for example the plot diagrams in R
Eberstadt, Handbuch des Wohnungswesens, 1909).
The most extreme case of this overbuilding of plots was
not on the continent at all, but in the United States – the
‘railroad’ tenements of New York City, where the long
thin sites were filled by a succession of tightly crammed
flats ventilated by only tiny air-wells. The name railroad
refers to the relentless arrangement of flats one after the
other, like railway sleepers.
In 19th century Scotland, the picture is totally
different. Building plots or stances were developed
as part of a street block in which the housing was
confined to a strip round the outside of a huge open rear
4

courtyard, and generally only one social class inhabited
the development. Only in later infills and through social
decline would this back space become cluttered. Also
unlike Germany and Austria, Scottish tenements had
no cellars, and no attics. A typical urban street block in
Scotland would combine ‘perimeter’ planning, including
a continuous rear courtyard strip, with complex and
relatively highly-serviced flat plans; the flats, unlike the
German examples, are all the same size. (see for instance
C Gourlay, Elementary Building Construction and
Drawings for Scottish Students, 1903) By comparison
to the high site coverage and small internal courts of
Berlin tenements, the ribbon-like street-block perimeter
layouts of Scotland seemed rather low in density. That
applied whether we refer to ‘classic tenements’ or to
other types. For, in a further complication of the simple
rhetorical picture of the ‘Scottish tenement’, pre-1914
urban flatted housing in Scotland consisted not just of
four-storey city tenements, but also many other patterns,
such as the ubiquitous two-storey blocks with external
stairs to the upper floors, found in medium-size towns
from one end of the country to another. If there is any
‘typical Scottish urban house-type’, it should perhaps
be this two-storey type rather than the four storey
tenements of Glasgow or Edinburgh.
Inside the block, too, - whether a four-storey tenement
or one of the other types - there were startling
differences from the continent, and from the rhetorical
picture of ‘dense’, ‘mixed-together’ Scots flats. Most
pre-1914 Scottish urban tenement dwellings were
through-ventilated, and on the whole they were much
larger and better equipped than continental flats for
equivalent social classes. The two-storey externalstair types had, in effect, separate access to different
floors. And the normal sleeping provision in new Scots
working-class houses in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries - the internal bed-closets or bed-recesses
constantly attacked by reformers - in fact achieved a
considerable segregation of sleeping from living and
cooking, while maximising the proportion of living to
sleeping space, even within ‘single-ends’. By contrast,
a one-roomed house in Germany was just that: one
single undifferentiated space! What actually seemed
remarkable in the terms of the Ballantyne Report’s
argument was how far ‘ahead’ Scotland was, not only in
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self containment and segregation in dwelling plans but
also in the crude overall matter of density reduction. In
Glasgow, the percentage of households living in oneroom houses dropped from 26% in 1891 to 21% in 1901,
whereas in Berlin, the percentage in one-room dwellings
in 1901 was 50%, a percentage which was actually higher
than in 1861!
At the risk of leapfrogging ahead in my argument,
one should mention that in the 1980s’ and 90s’ highly
positive climate towards the tenement, we heard
constantly of the close affinity between the Scottish
tenement and the apartment blocks of European
cities. In particular, the ‘IBA’ project in Berlin, a 1980s
showpiece piecemeal rehabilitation of a large innercity zone, was cited as the chief model and aspiration
for the Crown Street Project in Glasgow, which as we’ll
see was the centrepiece of the 1980s and 90s campaign
to ‘revive the tenement’. The argument of this paper is
that such an association is fundamentally flawed: it is
an architectural argument based on superficial facade
resemblances. And even the facades are really quite
different. The typical 19th century Berlin tenement
is like a separate palazzo, loaded with dense plaster
ornament, with a huge attic, and cornice, whereas the
Scottish tenement is most commonly a unit in a row,
shaved off at the top. The projecting bay windows of
many Scottish tenements mark out the individual flats,
but within a relentlessly repetitive, almost industrialised
framework.
So, if the Scottish pre-1914 tenement was not a real
dense anthill, like those of Berlin, Vienna or Paris, what
was it like? The closest foreign comparisons are with
countries like the USA, Denmark or the Low Countries,
all of which, perhaps not coincidentally, embarked early
on the modernisation of agriculture, with its highly
segregated, systematised use of land – although when
speaking of the United States we always have to bear
in mind the great exception that proves the rule: the
dense New York tenement. But the closest comparison
is, perhaps unsurprisingly, with England. Despite the
lack of an English ‘tenement tradition’, in the areas of
the organisation and physical form of their housing,
there were many features which set both Scotland and
England apart from that of the Continent.

Some common features seemed to stem from the early
and comprehensive adoption of capitalism throughout
urban Britain: these included the building of specialised
residential areas at high speed by speculative builders;
and the use of materials (whether ashlar or brick), and
architectural ‘terrace’ styles, which emphasised repetitive
uniformity and an almost industrial modernity and
hard, precise external finish. Other factors seemed
to be influenced by maritime climate, notably the
obsessive preoccupation with openness and ventilation:
this emerged in features such as the external drainage
systems and use of sash windows, both carried to a
greater extreme in Scotland than in England. The twostorey external access Scottish tenements were in many
ways almost identical with the ‘Tyneside flats’ found
around Newcastle. Even internally, the Scottish use of
partitioned recesses and subdivisions within rooms was,
in some ways, closer to small English rooms than to
large, undifferentiated Continental spaces.
All these segregatory and sanitary features in 19th
century Scottish tenements were encouraged by the
steadily growing impact throughout the 19th century
of official controls, something which the Ballantyne
reformists polemically had to ignore. Within the
municipal or burgh-police regulatory framework, Dean
of Guild inspectors had long controlled the layout of
tenements’ surroundings, and the internal planning of
the block or the dwelling, by constantly introducing
more space, openness and sanitary facilities. We can see
the results in standard presentations of turn of century
improved tenements like Gourlay’s book, where we see
quite an uncomplicated picture of steady improvement.
All in all, it would be possible to have presented in 1917
a very different overview of Scottish urban housing
from the Ballantyne account, one which stressed the
very real but piecemeal progress in all sorts of aspects of
design and layout in new houses, the growing pressure
to demolish unsatisfactory older houses, and the
resemblance to housing patterns in England. Instead,
there was a combination of the utopian reformist
pressure to condemn the tenement absolutely, along
with the more directly political pressure of 1917 for a
revolutionary change in the organisation of housing by
destroying private landlordism – it was the combination
5
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of these two which led to the simplistic and exaggerated
picture in Ballantyne. And once Ballantyne’s
recommendations had been accepted, and the private
landlord was overthrown in favour of institutionalised
system of council housing from the 20s, the status of
that tenement dystopia then changed from being a
revolutionary or reformist propaganda to become a
kind of establishment ideology for over half a century,
something which helped legitimise the huge open-ended
effort of the housing drive. Its slogans were rather like
the ossified revolutionary street names, the Barricade
Square or Leninplatz, of every Soviet city.
So – let’s recap. So far, we’ve seen the first stage in the
creation of a politicised, polarised tradition of housing
debate in Scotland, a debate formed out of a succession
of distorted and heroically biased visions. We saw
the way in which the tenement was the first major
focus of these distortions, at first as a bogeyman in
the pages of the Ballantyne report; and then with the
institutionalisation of mass council housing and its
supporting ideology after 1919. Everyone agreed with
this ideology and its vilification of the tenement, not
just housing reformists or socialist zealots. For example,
Edinburgh’s Labour housing committee convener,
Pat Rogan, recalled of his tenement clearances in the
60s that ‘It was a magnificent thing to watch, as I did
many times, whole streets of slum tenements being
demolished – all those decades of human misery and
degradation just vanishing into dust and rubble!’
But although the picture of the tenement stayed as
black as ever, during the 20th century increasingly the
council housing that was being provided to replace the
‘castles of misery’ diverged away from the low density
garden city cottage formula beloved of the Ballantyne
generation of reformists and council housing advocates,
and back to something less radically different from the
tenement. Here we get to the second distortion I want
to focus on: namely, the notion that the tenement was
supposedly so different from what followed it in the
20th century, the post-Ballantyne period. Because,
just as the reality of the tenements had been different
from the picture in the polemic, the same applied to the
reality of 20th-century council housing, which was one
of considerable continuity with the complex patterns
6

that had been built before. This continuity was most
obvious in the ubiquitous two and three storey blocks
of flats, which continued to be built in smaller groups:
for instance, the two storey flats with external staircases
became the ‘four in a block’ flats with their separate
external access. And it also even continued into the
post-1945 period. Very often, the old patterns were
straightforwardly perpetuated. By the 1950s, political
pressure on land supply had forced Glasgow and some
other big urban councils to build most of their council
houses in the form of tenements once again. By the
1950s, the typical new urban ‘council house’ was a
three-apartment tenement flat with bathroom: its plan
was a miniaturisation of the 19th-century middle-class
tenement, for use in working-class municipally-built
suburban schemes.
But of course, new tenements in the 19th century had
been constantly refined and improved, too, so this
was hardly anything novel. What was increasingly
built in cities by the 60s certainly was more novel,
though – tall tower blocks that combined density and
monumental scale with the open space and air beloved
of the garden city reformists, all within the new Modern
Movement spatial conception of abstract shapes in
free-flowing space. While some links to Garden City
open air ideology, at first glance the tower blocks
could hardly have been more different from the tens,
with their continuous facades and insistent contrast
of front and back. Yet even here one could plausibly
argue that the Modernist housing developments, with
their combination of flatted, multi-storey built form,
‘grey’ architectural repetitiveness and rectilinearity, and
their continuing drive for openness and fresh air, were
actually still a kind of developments of the Scottish
tenement tradition.
Certainly, what the Modernists undeniably did carry
on from the earlier period was an assumption that the
main concern was to build homes for ‘the family’, with
all the latter’s overtones of moral self-containment.
Despite Ballantyne’s passionate claims that the supposed
promiscuity of tenement life was incompatible with
the ‘white flower of family decency’, in fact, in its own
piecemeal way, 19th century tenement architecture
had constantly pursued the ideal of the self-contained
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dwelling, and that aim was just as important now in the
mid 20th century. To this was added a linked ideal of
‘community’, ultimately derived from the utopianism of
Robert Owen and others, the idea that these new groups
of homes should be built so as to encourage collective
social life as well as private family life.
That was a heavy burden of expectation, and soon
people began to have doubts about whether the vast
corporation schemes were achieving either proper
homes or communities. A feeling began that the older
areas of burghs might have been better in some ways,
although this was still hardly articulated directly. An
initial response, from the 1960s, was to try to devise
new types of Modernist multi-storey development
which could actually begin to try to evoke or echo some
aspects of the 19th century tenement townscape. The
‘deck access’ pattern was made up largely of mediumrise 7-storey blocks built in courtyards, as for instance
at Hutchesontown Area E (1969-74), on the so-called
‘deck access’ system with pedestrian streets in the sky
and separate ‘front doors’ for each dwelling. These were
not ‘tower blocks’ at all, but part of a 1960s reaction
against tower blocks, led by town-planners within
Glasgow Corporation, towards buildings more in scale
with the 19th-century tenements and their grid layouts.
In some ways, these were layouts that tried to reconcile
modernity with tradition.
THE TENEMENT UTOPIA
Therefore, even in the mid 20th century, with all its
dramatic switches of tenure policy and architectural
fashion, continuity was as important as revolution. But
by the 1970s, all that consensus and continuity seemed
to be under threat, at any rate at first glance. There was
a sudden loss of political momentum and of credibility
for mass housing and welfare-state provision, especially
after the years of radical protest around 1968. Now all
new development was damned; community was no
longer something you must build or provide new, but
something old that you must protect. This suddenly
led to a veneration of what had been most damned
before - the 19th century tenements. Within a couple of
years, in the early 70s, they changed from the symbol of

dystopia to the symbol of utopia. This was supported by
a new and different consensus, formed out of a coalition
of a new kind of enabling ‘community’ architect with a
new kind of highly active local residents group, focused
together on a kind of post-1968 ideal of ‘community
action’ and participation. This praise of the tenement
had strong overtones of fundamentalism. In Glasgow
and the West, it also has an additional importance as
part of the phenomenon of ‘Clydesideism’ - the literary
and media praise of what is seen as the greater realism
and gritty humanity of the West, in opposition to the
snobbish coldness of Edinburgh and the East.
Correspondingly, a new dystopia was identified: the
now-discredited tower blocks and mass housing.
Ironically, it was the deck access blocks, supposedly a
compromise with ‘traditional street scale’, which came
a cropper most dramatically. It was Hutchesontown E
that became, in 1976, the focus of the first major tenants’
protest movement - the so-called ‘Dampness Monster’
protest, which included a siege of the city chambers.
During the 1980s this critique of Modernist mass
housing was fully elaborated. From this perspective,
in which the tenements are seen as a praiseworthy
extreme of mixed-together density, the Modernist
redevelopments were correspondingly branded an
extreme of amorphous openness, replacing Scottish
community by rootless alienation. These attacks
were founded on a trenchant rejection of the Modern
Movement as alienating and mechanistic, and on
appeals to the supposed community and urban order of
what went before Modernism. An especially elaborate
formulation of the argument was contained in a 1980
report on high density housing issued by the National
Building Agency, written by Charles Robertson. Using
case studies of individual areas, including the Gorbals,
it argued that the supposedly high density of the tower
block redevelopments was a sham, and that you could
get higher densities with all-medium rise developments
similar to the 19th century tenements. By the late
1980s, in projects like the 21st Century Tenement in
Maryhill, which I mentioned at the beginning, the same
argumentation was being used to justify building of
new tenement projects, often on the site of demolished
Modernist mass housing and tower block areas.
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To sum up this utopian Cult of the Tenement of the
1980s and 90s, I would like to look more closely at
one key legitimising text (in rather the same way
I did with the Ballantyne Report earlier) for the
dystopia view. This text is the 1992 founding report
of the Crown Street Project in Glasgow. One should
emphasise that this report is of not of epoch-making
national importance like Ballantyne but of rather
more local significance. But it was still a landmark
document: Crown Street, a partial ‘re-redevelopment’
of the Modernist, high-rise environment of the
Hutchesontown/Gorbals Comprehensive Development
Area, was the first large-scale exercise in the ‘return
to the tenement’. Appropriately enough, its site was
previously occupied by Hutchesontown E, the deck
access complex that was the subject of the Dampness
Monster campaign of the late 70s. The 1992 report
began with a resounding rejection of the 1960s Modern
redevelopment of the Gorbals, with its openness and
high flats: their uncontrolled openness, it argued, had
replaced community with scattered isolation. What
should replace the discredited Modernist environment,
according to the 1992 report, was a revival of ‘tradition’,
in the form of the tenement, set in the wider urban
context of the Glasgow street-grid. The authority of this
formula was rooted in the past, in the lost golden age of
the 19th century industrial city, when the tenement and
the street supposedly made possible a combination of
mixed social community and architectural order.
Here are a few quotations to give a flavour of the
report: ‘Historically, the street has always been the
basic element of city life. As with the tenement, it is
being rediscovered after the rejection of tradition by the
Modernist movement. Architects are learning again
how to create the flow and purpose of the street, after the
isolation of the high rise block’. The street would be ‘a
meeting point and a place where people want to linger’.
And the tenement within the street would allow people
‘to be part of an urban community, while retaining
the right to be themselves’. These claims about the
relationship of architecture and community were backed
up in the Crown Street document by national-identity
comparisons with England and Europe: ‘As in many
other European cities, the tenement in the traditional
building block of the Scottish city ... Contrary to the
8

European tradition, housing in England has always
shied away from the close knit community of the city.
A housing pattern of terraces and semi detached estates
is essentially alien in a Scottish environment’. Here we
can compare with Ballantyne, which also compared with
another country, namely England. But here everything
was reversed exactly by comparison with the negative
1917 Ballantyne rhetoric.
So, to sum up, under this argument, in the 1992 Crown
St Report, the tenement is seen as good because it
embodies a kind of Scoto-European traditional dense
community, in contrast to supposedly modern AngloSaxon fragmentation and alienation. And like all highly
polemical slogans, this in turn has bred even more
sensational versions. Schoolchildren across the country
have been indoctrinated with its general principles
through the ‘Jeely Piece Song’, which dramatises tower
blocks’ supposed unsuitability for ‘normal family life’.
Here the role of history is a central one. Recently, for
example, one of the leading figures in the Glasgow
community housing-association movement assured me
that in the early part of this century, Glasgow had the
densest slums anywhere in the world, ‘except Calcutta’.
And another key housing-association leader, Rob
Joiner, wrote that ‘the Victorian Glasgow tenement was
a building form which housed all classes in society’.
In fact, as we’ve already seen, even among European
industrial cities, Glasgow had a fairly middling density.
And although Rob Joiner was certainly right when he
said that the 19th-century tenement housed all classes
in society, what he also failed to mention was that they
were not housed in the same tenements, as in France
or Germany, but in different areas of the city! But, in a
sense, the historical ‘facts’ are irrelevant to the power of
this argument. ‘Facts’ can hardly dislodge these kinds of
slogans, because the prejudices behind the latter go back
not just to the 1970s but to the late 19th century, and
are grounded in a whole century-long system of talking
about housing.			
From the 1980s onwards, with the perpetuation of
this value-system, inexorably the next distortion of
20th century Scottish housing polemic emerged. Just
as the stereotypical picture of the dense 19th century
tenement, which formed the basis of both the hostile
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Ballantyne critique and the later tenement revival
praise, was a seriously distorted one, the same also of
course applied to the hostile picture of Modernist 20th
century housing, on which the 1980s/90s tenement
revival was based. In reality, what was actually built,
or done, by the tenement revival movement shared a
very high degree of continuity with both 20th century
mass housing and 19th century tenements. Despite the
different kind of stress on community, elements of the
old Modernist rhetoric of ‘needs’ and ‘standards’ were
linked with tenement rehab; there was a continuing
stress on numbers of houses ‘improved’, with modern
kitchens and bathrooms, and an underlying continuity
in upholding social privatisation as a central aim.
Rehabilitated tenements, no less than tall blocks, were
envisaged as self-contained dwellings with all mod cons.
Conversely, in the now stigmatised Modernist mass
projects like Hutch E or Red Road, there now began to
grow a kind of beleaguered community spirit not unlike
that supposed to be associated with tenements. It was
the very fight against the blocks and their dampness
problems in Hutchesontown E which cemented a kind
of community in adversity - as in many other postwar
Glasgow council housing schemes.
Another internal contradiction was bound up with the
fact that the cult of the tenement formed part of the
cultural strategy of the 1970s and ‘80s to distinguish
Scotland from England as a more ‘social’, communityminded place. The emphasis on the tenement as the
embodiment of a special sense of classless community
and urbanity has depended on an implied contrast
with the allegedly more class-segregated cottage-type
dwellings of England, and claims of the supposed
‘European’ character of the tenement. Yet in reality
much of the arguments of the Tenement Revival, about
traditional street community etc, were lifted straight
from the English Terrace House Revival of the 70s,
and much of its fundamentalist rhetoric is borrowed
directly from books such as Nicholas Taylor’s The Village
in the City of 1973. And ironically, even the Crown
Street masterplan, supposedly an exemplar of Glasgow’s
European, non-English urban traditions, was actually
conceived by an English architect, Piers Gough, who
modelled its layout - not a grid, but a somewhat sinuous
pattern - on 19th-century London suburbs. Gough

described the concept of Crown St as a call for ‘out with
the new and in with the old’. And more generally, many
of the fundamentalist ideas of Crown Street originated
in the Postmodern Historicism of the 1980s in England,
as promoted by Prince Charles.
So, let us now sum up this complex, if not confusing
narrative. By the 1980s and 90s, we had built up, on
the one hand, an entire century of quite consistent
‘progress’ and evolution in Scottish housing, and on the
other hand, superimposed on it and partly obscuring
it, a mountain of dramatically fluctuating ‘debate’ about
utopias and dystopias, above all the tenement. What
I’ve traced in this paper is a century of polemical debate,
cutting and thrusting and disappearing into a distant
haze of ever more convoluted argumentation. But
all things come to an end, and today is a time when
the wider political situation of housing has changed
completely, compared to the 20th century years of
slums, scandals and emergencies. Housing is much
lower-profile, politically, nowadays. There isn’t the same
public sense of urgency, overriding and reaching into
the professional debates, so with the lessening of the
crude drive for numbers of new dwellings above all else,
with the disappearance of the great crusades against the
slums, and even of the mass demand for ‘family homes’,
this entire structure of radical, politically-driven polemic
in housing seems to be fading. And the power of the
19th century as a symbolic past focus of praise and
blame seems to be fading too. Instead, a new heritage is
becoming more important – the 20th century Modern
Movement, and what followed it.
The idea of reviving Modernist freedoms in new urban
housing was at first explored almost secretly in the split
level planning of 1980s and early ‘90s: buildings which
looked like tenements on the outside, such as the ‘21st
Century Tenement’ mentioned earlier, the projects of
Mackintosh School lecturer Mark Baines, and a number
of housing-association projects by Elder & Cannon.
As I said at the beginning, virtually all innovative
housing projects of the 1990s still had to be described as
‘tenements’ - for instance, a pioneering ecological carfree project by Hackland & Dore in Gorgie, Edinburgh,
was also described as a ‘21st century tenement’, while
Gerry Grams’s apartment block at Bellgrove Street,
9
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Glasgow, was more modestly described by the architect
as a ‘tenement of the late 1990s’. But during the later
‘90s, the new freedoms began to break out into the open,
in the planning of entire residential areas. For example,
in the Gorbals, the strict street lines of neo-tenements
with ornate historicist detailing in the early phases
of Crown Street, deliberately flouting or ignoring the
remaining Modernist tower blocks, have been replaced
by more open, experimental layouts, with freely planned
modern blocks.
That doesn’t, of course, mean an end to the wasteful
policy of blowing up ‘original’ modern public-housing
tower blocks – far from it! But if the tenement is now
moving back into the background of contemporary
debates, at least for us historians that will be a benefit,
allowing us to try to get behind the misleading slogans
and reveal the complex reality of 18th, 19th and 20th
century Scottish housing. We need to raise our sights
and ambitions beyond the level of Frank Worsdallstyle anecdotal people’s histories, at a time when other
countries are embarking on serious national research
and publication projects. In Germany, for example,
the fourth book in a massive, five-volume history of
housing in that country, Geschichte des Wohnens,
totalling over four thousand pages and financed by a
philanthropic housing society (the Wustenrot Stiftung)
was published a number of years ago Why should we in
Scotland not aspire to something of that ambitiousness?
Richard Rodger’s excellent book on 19th century
Edinburgh has established a benchmark for exhaustive
civic and regional housing research from a social and
economic history perspective. That approach needs to
be extended nationally and augmented with specific
built environment research – together with appropriate
international contextualisation. Seen in an international
context, Scottish housing – 20th, 19th, and earlier - is
just as distinctive and internally variegated a subject as is
German, Dutch, English or French housing – and I hope
it will inspire in the future studies of an appropriately
ambitious kind.
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Abstract:
The revival of the tenement (Mietskaserne) as a model
for Berlin dwelling units coincided with an interest
in the city as the locus of collective memory. Not
only was the formerly maligned housing type now
appreciated for its ties to a vanished past, but the
multiple strategies adopted by architects engaged in this
effort proved transposable to the creation of Berlin’s
new memoryscapes. The nostalgia that surrounded the
old Berlin tenement in the 1970s and eighties is now
beginning to be applied to its successor. In particular
the recent demolition of O. M. Ungers’s housing on
Lützowplatz has prompted a reconsideration of this no
longer fashionable but nonetheless admired moment
when Berlin was building some of the world’s most
aesthetically ambitious social housing.
Writing in 1929 in The New Berlin, Walter Petry
described a typical Berlin tenement:
The façade, seen at the necessary distance, is classical:
the four stories are arranged with a clear sense of
architectural mass and pure symmetry; in the ground
story the Acker Street façade is shot through with
cellar shops and small stalls selling food; in the third
floor, stuck on in flat relief, are Doric columns that
carry the cornice of the flat roof. This generally unified
organization can only be recognized for a moment, as it
is immediately obscured again by the decaying colors,
one of which is blackish dark gray, and dissolves into the
rows of residual crate-like apartments, of which it offers
a veteran and awful example. Exactly in the middle,
under the only grand balconies, sits the substantial hole
for the residences of the back courtyards, a tunnel giving
a view into the interior of the fortress.

Fig. 1. Ackerstraße 163, Berlin,
Germany, 1877. Source: Wikipedia
Commons.

Condemnations of Berlin’s many nineteenth-century
tenements, dubbed rental barracks or Mietskaserne,
studded the pages of German architecture magazines
during the 1920s (fig. 1). There was little nostalgia at
this point for buildings whose overcrowded conditions
were seen as a major public health menace. Creating
robust alternatives to this standard typology was
understood by the architects of the period, regardless of
the degree to which they embraced avant-garde forms,
as one of their key achievements. Yet within half a
century attitudes to this long-maligned building type
had changed considerably, as it became the basis for a
new approach to the city that remains influential today.
What happened in the 1970s to alter the profession
and the public’s appraisal? How did these changes in
perception in turn influence not only the resurrection
of the tenement, but also the evolution of Berlin
architecture more generally and indeed the role memory
is seen to play within it? Finally, how have the threats
now posed to the survival of the new tenements of the
1980s affected how all Berlin tenements are in turn
being viewed today?
Petry’s words, in which from a distance the tenement
might almost be a palace, gives a clue to this process.
The rental barracks shared a basic typology, at
least when viewed from the street, with its upscale
counterparts, the middle class apartment block and
even the aristocratic palace. By contrast, there was
less confusion about the alternative. Although during
the 1920s blocks with similar exteriors could house
either workers or the bourgeoisie, postwar high rise
housing was almost completely inhabited by those with
below average incomes. The slipperiness of the class
association of residential facades, and the difficulty
at times of discerning even residential from civic and
commercial uses, when heights remain low helps
account for the shifts in attitude toward the tenement.
What seemed in the 1970s to be the end of modernism
was marked in West Berlin by nostalgia for the
characteristic fabric of the prewar city. The new focus
on the definition of the street, rather than the plan
of what lay behind it, helped further blur the once
important division between apartment blocks and
tenements. West Berlin was far less prosperous than
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most cities in the Federal Republic, and yet poorer
West Berliners were substantially better off than their
prewar predecessors. This meant that an unusually large
swathe of the middle class could afford units originally
inhabited by far wealthier tenants. Many of the old
aristocratic districts were destroyed or in East Berlin, yet
the absence of the city’s former elite made bourgeois flats
more accessible to the middle class; only the villas of
Steglitz and especially Zehlendorf retained really uppercrust associations. Nowhere was this transfer from the
bourgeoisie to the intelligentsia more thorough than in
Charlottenburg, where many of the original inhabitants
had been Jewish. At the same time, the wall cut off the
possibility of further suburban expansion, leaving even
the well off in apartments. Moreover, the West German
economic wonder resulted in generous subsidies to
West Berlin. This further flattened class, and with them
housing, divisions. The rise in standards of living,
especially for the working class, across the fifties and
sixties resulted in improvements being made to many
units in even lower middle and working class districts.
Only in Kreuzberg and Wedding, both rendered
peripheral by the Wall, did what were obviously still
tenements continue to predominate.
What would be revived in the late 1970s was not really
the tenement, but the apartment building, which
was now located where the tenement had been. The
distinction was largely a matter of elevators, kitchens
and bathrooms, but also of narrow courtyards, which
denied light to tenement interiors, but were eliminated
in their successors. Moreover even the original
tenements were no longer associated with the grimmest
poverty. Instead they were now being viewed as part of a
cityscape whose wholeness had not yet been fragmented
by war and division. And now that modernism was
ubiquitous, there was new appreciation for the rather
humdrum classicism that decorated the street facades, if
not the courtyards or interiors, of all but the simplest of
these blocks.
The nostalgia of the 1970s was not, of course, unique
to Berlin. The reaction against modernist planning,
and particular modernist high-rise housing epitomized
by Jane Jacobs’s The Death and Life of Great American
Cities, published in 1961, was similar across much of
2

Western Europe as the low rise housing estates of the
1920s, whose planning was informed by the garden city
movement even as much of the architecture eschewed
its sentimental recall of the vernacular, was replaced
by towers. Equally crucial was the publication in 1966
of Aldo Rossi’s Architecture of the City, translated into
German in 1973 after Rossi was appointed to a guest
professorship at the ETH in Zurich.
The origins of memory studies, now one of the principal
pursuits of scholars from across the humanities, lie
largely in architecture, and very specifically in the
architectural theory that inspired the revival of Berlin’s
apartment blocks. Rossi was key to both. He argued
against modernism’s emphasis on functionalism,
claiming that good buildings long outlived their
original purposes. Such structures he claimed, quoting
the sociologist Maurice Halbwachs, whose work had
hitherto had little impact outside France, were the locus
of collective memory. The term consequence gained
immediate currency in advanced architectural circles
in Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Britain, and the United
States. At the same time, the solution he proposed – a
reliance on typology – was relatively generic and did not
insist on attention to the cultural or spatial particulars of
individual structures.
Rossi’s book, which was based in part upon his positive
view of East Berlin’s Karl Marx Allee, was a seminal text
for those who would spearhead the repair of Kreuzberg
through the re-invention of the rental barracks as
contemporary social housing. These included O. M.
Ungers, Rob Krier and Josef Paul Kleihues. From
1979 to 1987 Kleihues led the International Building
Exhibition that converted West Berlin’s poorest corner
into a showcase of new thinking about architecture and
urbanism; Rossi contributed housing on Wilhelmstrasse.
Here he matched the cornice height of his neighbors,
and broke the block down, both through variations
in massing and color, in ways that resonated with the
pattern of older housing while not repeating its classical
detail; parts of the building extended more deeply
than others into the garden behind; there were none of
the courtyards characteristic of the district’s original
tenements.
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IBA designs fused respect for historic scale and relation
to the street with the opportunity to pair stylistic
experimentation with what were, in most cases,
relatively conventional dwelling units. The results
differed in two key ways from architecture associated
in the United States and the United Kingdom with
the neo-liberal economic policies of Ronald Reagan
and Margaret Thatcher. First, there was much less
gentrification. In place of Canary Wharf ’s commercial
offices, IBA featured subsidized housing that, while
intended to attract white-collar workers, also housed
Turkish immigrants in impressive numbers. Nor was
there in Kreuzberg any of the sentimentality on view at
Seaside. In Berlin the respect for typology was typically
implemented independently of classical detailing; what
was posited as a return to urban order remained largely
the realm of abstract architecture.
How that abstraction was to be derived from historical
precedent was a key question in a neighborhood
whose tenements had always existed in close physical
and typological proximity to the palaces from which
first Prussia and then Germany were governed.
Wilhelmstrasse, for instance, was long synonymous with
the national government; along with the work of Karl
Friedrich Schinkel, the ministries that lined it provided
a key source for the rationalism espoused by many IBA
architects. Would the memory of these forms or the
policies implemented in these spaces prevail? This was
an open question in the 1980s, when Kliehues dreamed
of recreating the demolished Prince Albrecht palace.
Built in the 1730s and renovated by Schinkel, it had
served during the Third Reich as the headquarters of
the SS. Instead, in what became the first step towards
the creation of the Topography of Terror, a grassroots
initiative excavated the foundations. Rossi’s housing
stands just across the street.
The debate opened up here between whether the
organization of the façade or the facts of the ground
plan was the locus of collective memory proved also
be between a history of form, largely detached from
social context, and one which grappled more openly
and effectively with the most troubled chapters in the
city’s history. Strategies for housing developed during
the IBA morphed after the fall of the wall to serve as

templates for the commercial and civic redevelopment of
much of Mitte, the historic heart of the city, which had
been located entirely in East Berlin, as well as for new
memory-scapes. Peter Eisenman’s IBA housing block
at Checkpoint Charlie of 1981-85, Daniel Libeskind’s
Jewish Museum of 1989-99, and Eisenman’s Memorial
to the Murdered Jews of Europe, of 1997-2005 represent
distinct, but related, examples of the way in which the
revival of the Berlin apartment block came to serve very
different purposes.

Fig. 2. Peter Eisenman, Housing block at Checkpoint Charlie,
Berlin, 1981-85. Source: Wikipedia Commons.

Eisenman’s original Berlin commission was for a typical
IBA block (fig. 2). He described its decorative grids
and torqued massing as the result of juxtaposing the
geometry of the eighteenth century customs wall, the
East German wall, both of which ran right behind it, and
the Mercator map. A similar mapping exercise, but one
that broke free of the street line, lies at the core of Daniel
Libeskind’s Jewish Museum, whose roots in the IBA
have been recently explored by Paul Jaskot. Rather than
3
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being derived from an apartment block or tenement,
however, this design was inspired by Erich Mendelsohn’s
Metal Workers Union headquarters, whose acute angles
Libeskind detached from their origin in the footprint
of its site (fig. 3). While these buildings detached
the construction of memory from the admiration for
order that underpinned much of the IBA, Eisenman’s
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe recalls the
regularity with which the iconic Berlin block, whether
palace, apartment building, commercial block, or
tenement, Prussian, Second Empire, or postmodern,
fronted the street (fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Daniel Libeskind, Jewish Museum, Berlin, 1989-99.
Source: Wikipedia Commons.

Fig. 4. Peter Eisenman, Memorial to the Murdered Jews of
Europe, Berlin, 1997-2005. Source: Wikipedia Commons.

The conversion of the IBA strategies into Critical
Reconstruction unhooked them from their origins
in housing and, over the course of the 1990s and the
first generation of the new millennium, moved them
from the forefront to the rearguard of international
architectural culture. Maintaining Berlin’s low-rise
4

character once market forces moved in proved popular
with both cultural conservatives and social activists,
although not often with the star architects who had
become enamored of the city during the IBA or the
hipster public fostered by that earlier effort’s effective
public relations. There is some evidence, however,
that a gap is opening up within the city between
the reputation of the IBA and that of the Critical
Reconstruction adopted by most, but not quite all, of
its protagonists. Earlier this year one of the key IBA
blocks was demolished; none of the structures yet enjoy
protection as listed monuments. The reaction to the
erasure of Ungers’s housing on Lützowplatz proves that
there is considerable affection for the IBA, which is now
appreciated more than its immediate progeny.
Ungers was with Rossi the key figure in launching the
approach to the Berlin apartment block enshrined
in the IBA. His conversion came after witnessing
the limitations of the high-rise Märkisches Viertel,
which he had helped design. In 1969 he resigned his
professorship at the TU Berlin to become chair of
the department of architecture at Cornell University.
His students there included Rem Koolhaas and Hans
Kolhoff, both of whom participated in the Berlin
summer school session he led in 1977, which helped
map out the approach the IBA would take. His housing
on Lützowplatz was, although not the first example
of his new approach to the city, one of the first and
most prominently sited of all IBA buildings (fig. 5).
Completed in 1983, it lay well to the west of most other
contributions. It consisted of a six-story block facing the
street with three free-standing blocks set into the rear
garden. These were meant to resemble villas, although
they in fact housed more apartments. A much larger
and entirely commercial building by Modersohn &
Freiesleben, a firm whose work is more than a little
indebted to Ungers frequent insistence on the cube, is to
be built on the site.
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Fig. 5. O. M. Ungers, Lützowplatz Housing, Berlin, 1983,
demolished 2013. Source: Wikipedia Commons.

sometimes purposely so, building types that indeed
shaded into each other. Berlin’s tenements, old and new,
retain such a robust reputation today in part because it
is so easy to mistake them for everything from palaces
to office blocks. The ubiquity of their facades, which
were also relatively similar at most particular moments
in time (the IBA being the greatest exception), masks
the variety of their interior organization. From four to
seven stories, as long as they hold the street line, all are,
now that the worst of the city’s poverty has long since
been eradicated, part of an elastic and often reassuring
continuum that has served as the basis for almost
everything that has been erected in Berlin for more than
a generation.

Ungers’s housing stood for only thirty years. The return
of the free market to Berlin has resulted in the erasure
of one of the icons of West Berlin’s days as a supposed
capitalist enclave. It is being mourned, however, not as
the seminal work of European postmodernism whose
gables anticipated the use Rossi would make of the same
device on Wilhelmstrasse, but as an example of modern
social housing, about to be crowded out by marketdriven speculation (its much denser replacement is to
include a hotel and offices as well as apartments). This
is possible because in Berlin the social housing estates
of the twenties, many of them designed by Bruno Taut,
usually maintained the same scale and, crucially, the
same strong street walls, as the tenements to which they
otherwise provided such a powerful alternative. Key in
the work of both Taut and Ungers was the replacement
of the back courtyards with green space that on
Lützowplatz also contained the villas. Furthermore,
the relatively lean IBA budgets precluded the revival of
classical ornament, even had their architects wished to
apply it. Today it is the social purpose, rather than the
whiff of domestic sentiment entirely absent in Ungers’
later work in Berlin, that accounts for the appeal of the
vanished Lützowplatz ensemble.
For more than a century Berliners and their architects
have fought over the appropriate appearance of the city.
Housing has always played a key role in that debate.
Even participants have, however, often confused,
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The Austrian Capital Vienna has for a long time been
well known for its tradition of social housing. This
article explains how social housing policies in Vienna
have developed into an integrated system of technical
and social urban planning.
Decentralized Housing Policies
Within the federal constitution of Austria the nine
Bundesländer (Provinces) enjoy a certain freedom in
formulating their housing policies. Vienna, which is
also a province, differs considerably from the rest of the
country being Austria’s only metropolitan area.
Secure Financing
The financing of social housing, both in the rental sector
and in the subsidized owner-occupied and single-family
housing sector, is based on contributions from national
taxes and from the regional budget. The national tax
revenues are distributed to the nine provinces according
to a complex financial agreement, Vienna receiving
approximately 450 million euro each year for housing
purposes. Despite several cuts in recent years this way
of financing still provides a secure base for the planning
of social housing programmes on a large scale, which
would not be possible under strictly market-oriented
housing policies. The city itself, however, had to
contribute further means from its own budgets in recent
years due to an increased housing demand. Thus, the
total expenditure for housing subsidies is some 600 mio
€ each year. Although this subsidization of housing from
tax-income is to some extent dependent on the overall
economic development, subsidies such as these directly
influence the production of new housing – contrary
to tax-deduction models used in many countries that
primarily benefit better-off households. Besides, the total
expenditure for housing expressed in a percentage of the
GDP is significantly lower than in countries which focus
on indirect subsidies by tax deduction.
Due to the expected growth of the population from
currently 1.7 mio to some 1.9 - 2 mio within the next 15
years the subsidized housing programme has now been
increased from 5.000 to 7.000 units per year.

Limited-profit Housing
As Austria’s biggest landlord, the city of Vienna owns
about 220,000 rental apartments. Still, in recent years,
the major part of new social housing has been carried
out by limited-profit housing associations under
varying legal conditions. These associations are subject
to the national Limited-Profit Housing Act and to a
second control by their own corporation and by the
respective provincial government. At present, about
200 limited-profit housing associations are active in
Austria, managing some 650,000 apartments and
building another 15,000 each year. In Vienna, they own
and manage about 136,000 apartments, in addition
to the city’s own 220,000, and even the major part of
the owner-occupied apartments has been built within
the subsidized housing programme. These owneroccupied apartments are therefore also subject to certain
limitations concerning the income per household and
the later sale of the apartments. Limited-profit housing
associations enjoy tax-reliefs and have to re-invest
profits back into housing. Rents are strictly regulated,
the cost-rent covering financing, the running costs and
the 10 % value-added tax (consumer tax). The maximum
monthly net-rent for a subsidized apartment in Vienna
is currently about 4,50 euro / m2 , or 6–7 euro /
m2 in total. Low-income households are entitled to
housing allowances ensuring that they do not lose their
apartments in case of a sudden illness or unemployment.
To reduce financing costs most developers ask a downpayment, which in rental housing may not exceed 12,5
% of the total construction costs, as well as a share
in land costs. These contributions by the tenants are
refunded with interest when the tenants move out. Lowincome households are entitled to low-interest public
loans or even to apartments without a down-payment.
All subsidized apartments are subject to certain
income-limits at the time of completion, high-income
households are mostly excluded from such housing, for
example. On the other hand, a later increase of income
does not lead to a loss of the apartment.
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Direct and Individual Subsidies

Ecology

The federal constitution allows Vienna to set its
own criteria for housing subsidies more or less
autonomously; object-subsidies are given to the
developers in order for them to reduce the financing
costs and rents. Typically, the amount of non-repayable
subsidies is around 30% of the total construction costs.
Meanwhile – with regard to EU regulations – such
grants have been replaced by public 1% interest loans
of up to 35 years. The level of grants depends on the
project, with higher subsidies given to special projects
like passive housing (housing estates without any sort of
traditional heating) and other environment-conscious
developments. Contrary to individual grants these
subsidies give the public administration the possibility
to directly influence housing production. Still, the
percentage of subsidies to the tenants is increasing,
low-income households now even have a legal right to
receive such allowances.

As a result of several experimental buildings, low-energy
consumption (about 35 kWh/ m2 / year) has now
become the rule in new housing, with more and more
housing reaching passive housing standard (less than
15 kWh/m2/year). This is also seen as one of Vienna’s
contributions to fulfil the requirements of the Kyoto
Treaty. Other ecological measures include individual
water metering, the use of rainwater and ‘grey’ water,
passive and active solar energy use, measures to reduce
emissions from construction sites, etc.

Reducing Construction Costs
All subsidized housing projects are subject to public
tender, with the best offer (not necessarily the cheapest)
to be commissioned. Presently, total construction costs,
including those for planning, amount to approx. 1,600
euro / m2 of useable floor space, plus an amount for the
respective share in land costs. Higher land prices are
usually not accepted for social housing purposes. The
city of Vienna profits from its strong influence on the
land market due to the high percentage – approximately
90 % – of social housing within the total housing
production, and due to the dedicated use of large areas
exclusively for housing purposes. Housing developers’
competitions, organized for all larger projects, also
help to reduce construction costs. Developers have to
offer a complete product, consisting of the planning,
of ecological measures, social sustainability, and of
exact economic calculations, and are judged along this
“4 pillar-system” by an interdisciplinary jury along a
complex score system. Developers have to give a price
guarantee, otherwise they risk losing the subsidies!
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New housing estates are required to connect to the
city-owned district heating system; as far as technically
feasible, this is also the case with all subsidized renewal
projects. Currently, some 212,000 apartments – about 25
% of all housing in Vienna – as well as a large number
of offices and business premises are connected to
this heating system. It comprises of 900 kilometres of
pipes. Each apartment metered individually. The initial
temperature lies between 95 and 150 Celsius depending
on the outside temperature. About 25 % of the necessary
energy is provided by waste incineration, the rest comes
from linkages to several power stations and a large
refinery. Only at peak times, close to 4,5 % of the annual
consumption has to be produced in five gas or oil power
stations. Thus 64,6 % of all primary energy can be saved,
equalling a reduction of CO2 output of one million tons.
The present capacity of the district heating company is
extended continuously.
Tenants’ Security
Despite much controversy, the 1917 Tenancy Act,
which regulates the maximum amount of rent that
may be asked for an apartment according to location,
legal status, and construction period, has remained a
national law until the present day. Only in very few,
exactly defined cases, rents can be increased. Limited
rental contracts have been allowed for some years. Most
Vienna households nevertheless dispose of indefinite
rental contracts, which can even be passed on to
children occupying the same flat. In social housing only
indefinite contracts are permitted, and tenants enjoy
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a broad participation in the day-to-day management
of the building. But also in privately-owned rental
buildings, tenants are guaranteed important rights;
they may, for example, carry out improvements against
the owner’s decision (but not the other way round!).
Disagreements between landlords and tenants can be
decided by a city-run arbitration office without any extra
costs. Decisions of this department are legally binding
and can be passed on to the courts. This unusually high
security for tenants may explain why about 80 % of all
Vienna residents live in rental apartments.
Balanced Neighbourhoods
In order to prevent the emergence of social ghettos,
new housing areas usually comprise of apartments
of different costs and of various legal statuses: rental
and owner-occupied apartments with higher or
lower subsidisation, as well as privately financed
condominiums, the latter being without any income
limits. As a result, large new housing estates have a
rather good social mixture.
Allocation
Within the subsidised housing programme two forms
of housing have to be distinguished : council housing
(which is cheaper), and housing provided by nonprofit associations or other developers using public
subsidies. Here, income limits are higher making these
estates accessible for a large part of the population. Such
developers also offer some flats for home-ownership,
with a slightly higher income limit. Applications for
council housing follow a strict score system (urgency of
demand, size of household, etc.) which is transparent for
all applicants. All developers using public subsidies have
to give one third of the new apartments to the city for
allocation, which then follows the same principles as in
council housing; the rest of the subsidised flats is let or
sold by the associations themselves.

Social City Planning
In Vienna housing is understood as a part of socialoriented city planning. The city has installed an
infrastructure commission to define in detail the
conditions for subsidized housing projects. Thus, new
housing projects form a part of an existing area and
help to overcome infrastructure deficiencies, such as
in schools, health institutions, etc. Public means of
transport are equally important.
The general rules are put down in the City Development
Plan and are being revised and adopted by the City
Council roughly every ten years. It defines the general
aims and the development trends, including among
others, the housing or business areas, axes of urban
development along public transport lines, green areas,
etc. Other plans, notably the Land Use Plan, are based
on this general conception.
The Land Use Plan is subject to broad public
participation by residents, district councils, etc., and
is also adopted by the City Council. It includes the
exactly defined use of each single plot in Vienna. These
plans are worked out by the respective City Planning
Departments (MA 21A and B) and by the politicians
(councillors) bearing the responsibility for urban
planning and housing.
Social Architecture
The general policy of Vienna, i.e. not to leave urban
development and housing completely up to the free
market, is complemented by the housing subsidies
and by the regulations of the Building Order, a Vienna
provincial act. In its first part this law rules issues of
city planning, like the interdisciplinary Advisory Board
for Urban Planning and Urban Development, and the
contents of the Land Use Plan. These plans have to
describe in detail its exact use for each plot of land,
the height and form of the buildings (free-standing,
attached, etc.), the maximum density, the number of
green areas, underground building parts, etc. They are
legally binding for everyone after adoption by the City
Council.
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Other chapters of the Building Order law stipulate the
technical requirements, such as health protection and
handicapped accessibility, as well as the architectural
design. Without impeding modern architecture even
in so-called protection-zones, any disturbance of the
overall urban landscape should be prevented. The city
has an own architectural department (MA 19) to provide
advice and to offer assistance in deciding about new
buildings, reconstructions, or the design of open areas.
The department has also collected data about culturally
valuable buildings, which can be accessed via the World
Wide Web.
Information and Public Discourse
A further development of social housing concerns
urban planning, architecture, ecology, and last but
not least, social policy. This needs a continual broad
discussion by the general public and among experts,
as well as continuous information availability. This
includes special housing research programmes and
the distribution of their results by publications,
presentations, and the regular publishing of housing
issues in the media. Of course the clients of social
housing, potential house-hunters for example, have to
be informed comprehensively and un-bureaucratically.
At the city-owned company Wohnservice Wien, all
information about planned and completed subsidized
housing projects can be obtained at its centrally-located
centre or via its web page. But this is only the beginning.
The city is now implementing its e-government strategy,
which in the near future will enable residents to carry
out all necessary steps from their homes, from the
first overview of new housing, to the reservation of a
particular apartment.
Vienna social housing thus represents a manifold
system, which for decades has continuously developed
and adapted to meet new challenges. In spite of its
complexity, however, its primary aim should be kept
in mind: to offer comfortable contemporary housing
in an attractive urban environment to all residents at
affordable prices.		
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To be honest, before I was invited to this conference, I
was not really familiar with the English term tenements.
Quite surprising – because to my understanding –
during my twenty years of practice I was mainly busy
proposing and designing this type of housing.
On Wikipedia I learn: „A tenement is, in most Englishspeaking areas, a substandard multi-family-dwelling in
the urban core, usually old and occupied by the poor”.
This typology for sure is not the architect’s favorite
object to design, but we also realize that large parts
of today’s cities are built up by this specific form of
housing.
In Germany they use the term ‘Mietskaserne’, which
translates as a ‘Barrack of Rental Units’. Quite a negative
specification I would say. And it also explains why as a
design task it doesn’t present itself as the sexiest job for
an architect today.

to form the pattern of the cities and,
to condition the way of social cohabitation.
These ‘success factors’, I’ve just summed up, came to light
when the IBA – the International Building Exhibition
– was organized in Berlin in the early 1980s; WestBerlin to be precise, NOT the official West-Berlin but
rebellious, alternative West-Berlin.
The ensuing built results from the idols of that era Alvaro Siza, Aldo Rossi, Mario Botta, Oswald Matthias
Ungers and many others - last but not least Rob Krier
(my father in law, which I had the luck to get to know)
made it so clear to me – as a student in the middle of my
studies (in Innsbruck, Vienna and Venice), how cities
should be given form: Cities with a Past and a Future.

At least I don’t see them in ‘pretty pictures’ printed on
the covers of magazines or published on the internet.

I also suspected how healthful this methodology, to
place building by building/house by house, would be
for existing and new cities, and how much work this
practice could generate for me and my fellow students.
[The second aspect is a story of its own because the hunt
after ‘Le Grand Project’ still is a fact.]

The typology of the ‘Mietskaserne’, or tenement, was not
an aspect of the architect’s education at the time when
I was studying – which at that time was very design
driven, particularly in Italy.

My first prominent project (together with Rob Krier,
obviously) was the KIRCHSTEIGFELD. A ‘Grand
Project’ indeed, to which I dedicated 5 years of my
career.

The historical towns were not accepted as an urban
model, and the challenge of mass housing was mainly
addressed by creating high-rise low-dense settlements
on the periphery of the city.

But, due to our stance on the matter, the design task for
the program - of 2,800 residential units and 110,000 sqm
of non-residential space on 60 hectares of land - was
divided between 25 architects groups.

However, Berlin – the city which I live and work in since
before the ‘Fall of the Wall’ – has always been known
as the ‘world’s largest tenement city’, a description as
condemning as the book on this ‘City of Stone’ .

(Not that there wouldn’t have been offices with the
capacity to handle such an order solely, but) WE are
convinced that a livable town can only be created if the
number of architects is proportionally balanced with
the number of future occupants, while still successfully
meeting the needs of standards and regulations on
parking spaces, commercial infrastructure, educational
infrastructure, playgrounds, and the even nonprescribed needs such as landscape and – believe it or
not – social infrastructure in form of a church.

If you look at what large swathes of the urban fabric is
made up of what we may identify as tenements, then you
understand how important this typology is –
to create the critical mass of urbanity,
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All these components of a town – even of a city – need
their place, their right position. I have allocated them in
a way that the most ‘natural’ situation was composed, a
self-revealing-map was established.
Actually, one may call KIRCHSTEIGFELD a town
made of tenements both in architectural typology
and in socio-economic structure so to speak. The
main component is the multi-storey-building, of
predominantly subsidized apartments. 2,400 of the
planned 2,800 units are subsidized social housing units.
Only 400 apartments were dedicated to the free market.
My point in this is that the history of architecture
teaches us that the specific building category of the
Mietskaserne was originally created to house workers
and that the intensity with which they were built
and occupied was what provoked the social housing
program. As an example the Hufeisensiedlung by Taut
and Wagner, one of the first social housing estates, was
to represent a new architecture for a new society - as a
counter-model for private-sector speculative building
and its tenements.
The very first Social Housing Building as a reaction to
the discredited Mietskaserne in Berlin was in 1842 the
building on Torstrasse 86. Actually the building is still
existing.
These programs, at least in both Germanys, reached such
an advanced level that fully equipped urban quarters
were designed and developed for the workers sake.
As comparison, current examples of KK’s design I’m
showing you the projects FLORA GÄRTEN in BerlinPankow and FLOTTWELL LIVING in Berlin-Mitte,
SPEICHERSTADT in Potsdam which are in essence the
same architectural typology we believe in, but for the
private market, which, in a Germany that hasn’t had a
social housing program for the last twenty years, these
units are for the ‘workers’ anyway.
The nature of the workers class changed to the same
extent that the nature of their habitation changed, which
made it possible to be upgraded from the simplest
single-room-accommodation with multi-occupancy in
2

the beginning of the 19th century to New Towns - as the
urban projects by KK claims to be - at the end of the last
century.
Only if one is ‘thrown back’ in time a bit, like the way I
experience it these days masterplanning in provincial
Russian for the agglomeration of BEREZNIKISOLIKAMSK-USOLYE at the foot of the Ural
mountains in the region of Perm, one can grasp what
an achievement the highly developed social housing
program, is.
Yet it was the initial ‘simple’ urban form of the tenement
which was the true inspiration for the housing that
forms these new towns. And it is revealing to perceive
what a span there is in between a simple warm and
rainproof shelter and New Towns such as the CITADEL
BROEKPOLDER, HAVERLEIJ or, much larger,
BRANDEVOORT.
These ‘locations’ in the Netherlands are acknowledged
with awards because of their ambition and innovations
at all levels: urban layout, built quality, landscape,
architectural style, sustainability, ecology, and – last but
not least – for their extraordinary capacity of forming a
neighborhood.
Once the Tenements were introduced to give to the
workers class the minimum of a decent living and to
simply group them was more the purpose I would
say, than to conceive a desirable location, as today it
is requested more and more, all the while ‘concept’,
‘branding’ and ‘lifestyles’ are marketing slogans for the
postindustrial society.
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times”, starts
Charles Dickens novel ‘A Tale of Two Cities’. Although
huge changes happened in the human society in the
run of almost 150 years actually no changes occurred
with respect to the sense of well-being ‘feeling at home’
and with respect to ‘the public space’. This ‘well-being’
is demonstrated by the citizens of Brandevoort in their
yearly Dickens Night event.
The buildings we live our private lives in ideally form the
background of the space we move in as public beings. In
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the same vein, as we turn to face someone the facades
should turn toward each other. In the same way we
communicate with each other, the facades make gestures
and express their designation.
Houses are not only well organized storages of
conveniently and functionally designed flats but should
stimulate the inhabitant’s behavior and ‘support’ them in
sharing space and time as citizens.
I would like to point out that with this philosophy I do
not at all “reject the modern world and the aesthetics
of commercialism in favor of a recreation of the world
as it existed just before the industrial revolution” – if
you allow me to refer to a quite recent article in The
Guardian (Thu. 2 May 2013, by Owen Hatherley) in
which HRH is criticized because of his impertinent
naїvety – and that I too would recall a world “where
the majority lived shorter, sicker, but much more
picturesque lives.”
No, I don’t. But I learned and experienced that the ideas
of tradition in my approach to form, scale and space,
particularly in relation to housing, is of great influence
on the human/social wellbeing, and the true making of a
socially sustainable town.
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I would like to talk about this project for a new tenement
built in the late 1980s
In 1984 the community based Maryhill Housing Assoc launched an architectural competition for a tenement for
the 21st Century. The competition was jointly organised
with the RIAS, The Housing Corporation, and the City
of Glasgow District Council.
The driving force behind this competition was the late
Jean McGuire, who from its founding in 1977, had been
the Maryhill Housing Assoc’s secretary, a formidable
woman of ample heart and bosom and inexhaustible
energy. A life-long tenement dweller she was former
bus conductress and High Officials at what was then the
Scottish Office had been seen to quail before her.
Jean felt hurt by some of the opposition to her idea for
the competition, and indeed the abuse she encountered
- one City housing mandarin wanted to know if she
also had a notion to bring back paraffin lamps. This of
course was a time when “tenement” was a pejorative
term, almost exclusively used to describe a slum
property. Glasgow City fathers were demolishing the
tenements seeing them as an unwholesome legacy
from an exploitative past, and blaming them for all ills

- infectious disease, antisocial behaviour, and crime.
The tenements were also soot black in colour and
inconveniently laid out according to post-war planning
models.
It took Big Jean about 5 year to get the competition
under way. She was responding to the people of
Maryhill telling her that they liked living in tenements
and why are they not still building them and why are
they building high rise tower blocks when they are
so unpopular with families, and why can’t we live in
downtown Maryhill rather than a bus journey away in
the suburbs.
It was nostalgia as much for the tenement building form
as for the rich lifestyle it supported, thanks to the density
of population it achieves – a real urban density.
The competition aims were to stimulate a serious
re-examination of the desirable qualities of the
historic building form of the tenement in the light
of contemporary circumstances: social - technical –
economic, and in particular to find an adequate solution
to the problem of re-establishing the urban continuity
of Glasgow’s city streets, where clearances had created
awkward breaks and gaps in the built form.
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They were looking for a design for a typical modern
prototype tenement-updated to meet present day needs
- to be sited contiguous with an existing rehabilitated
tenement area – they were looking for a Tenement for
the 21st Century.
The site location just off Maryhill Road, at the junction
of Shakespeare Street and Stratford Street, became
available following the collapse of the Late Victorian/
Early Edwardian tenements that had been on the site,
which it turned out had been built on an old quarry that
had then been used as a dump for domestic refuse in
earlier Victorian times.
The foundations of the earlier tenement were revealed,
during the new build excavations, and were surprisingly
narrow concrete strips, reinforced with steel railway
lines. It was no surprise on seeing these foundations that
the original buildings collapsed.
The consolidation of the site presented a particular
challenge as not only was there an old quarry filled
with rubbish, but below that there were old coal mine
workings.
I was living in London at the time and the competition
submission that I made - in association with the
Glasgow practice of McGurn Logan Duncan & Opfer
– we offered the time-honoured tenement concept of
a linear living wall of walk-up dwellings with a public
frontage and a private rear, with the scale and character
of the older Glasgow tenement - and in order to achieve
this, a cross section was developed which married a four
storey frontage to a six storey rear, giving traditional
tenement height living rooms to the front with current
building regulation height bedrooms and kitchens
to the rear, and allowed a vertical mix of flats and
maisonettes accessed from a common close.
In the particular site context, the existing tenement
frontage on Shakespeare Street was taken as the
springing point for a semi-circular building which
curved round to conceal the area of back courts exposed
by the earlier demolition or collapse, and reinstate the
urban block.
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There was no outright winner of the competition – 4
submissions were premiated
The judges’ report said of our entry that:
It offered a clever solution to the site plan which would
have most satisfactorily resolved the problems of public
and private space and provided a splendid aspect from
Maryhill Road and from the car park of the adjoining
superstore. The building proposed, however, was priced
at 20% above the allowable cost and the assessors
felt that this aspect of the programme had not been
realistically tackled as a buildable proposition. Therefore
while it was a most interesting proposal and a splendid
gesture, it was not acceptable as a winning entry .
The competition had to include both structural and
costing submissions and we were assured by the QS on
the original design team that although it would be an
expensive scheme, there were then currently precedents
of new build housing schemes in Glasgow being
approved by the Housing Corporation at up to 20% over
cost yardstick, and I suppose we were naïve enough to
go along with them.
As it turned out, when we were commissioned, the
clients insisted that we used both their structural and
QS consultants, and our original competition team
consultants were sidelined.
Two years were spent refining the project to meet the
Housing Corporations indicative costs and overcoming
difficulties with the ground conditions. Scottish
Development Agency stepped in and funded the
extensive piling foundations with a bit of encouragement
of course from Our Jean Maguire.
The working drawings were computer drafted using the
services of Keppie Henderson Architects, who were early
CAAD immigrants, using a computer that was the size
of a wardrobe, it was1985 remember.
Early on in the development of the project I built
a model to explain the flat layouts to the MHA lay
committee, to clarify some of the complexities in the
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planning and sectional organisation, and one of the
issues they raised was that kitchens and living room
should be totally separate – it was seen as some sort of
stigma harking back to the old room and kitchen days
- so the hatches or doors connecting the kitchens and
living rooms were filled in with access only through
the internal hallways, although they could still be
fairly easily opened up as the structural lintels were all
installed.
The housing mix includes 2, 3, 4, and 5 apartment
dwellings with wheelchair and ambulant disabled flats
at ground floor, 56 dwellings in total, for rental, in seven
common closes.
The front façade was detailed in buff fair faced concrete
blockwork, with gray granite mix concrete blockwork on
the ground floor, sandstone red pre-cast string course
and attic storey mullions, sills, and lintels. Blue stained
sash and case timber windows to the flats were broken
up by metal stair windows which together with the
porch fronts and chimneys, signalled the common close
entries. Metal catwalk balconies allowed the pianonobile windows at first floor to come down to floor level.
The building had always been conceived as a blockwork
building, not pretending to be a stone building, as the
two materials are quite different. Blockwork is really a
component; it being modular sized, and as such requires
to be carefully detailed in terms of all bonding joints,
unlike stone as a material where normally only course
heights would have been determined at the design stage.
Concrete blockwork is relatively porous and any water
hitting the wallhead goes straight through and ends
up showing as efflorescence staining on the face. In
Scotland especially, a common mistake is detailing
blockwork with flush copings – it is doomed to failure.
Wallheads have to be protected at all times, even during
construction.
Drawings were made of every block in the elevations,
like components rather than material. It was designed as
stretcher bond and throughout, the perpends never line
through, not even at lintol or cill junctions
The QS for the scheme construction advised us that,

under the Standard Method of Measurement, any
builder-work to a curve had a 90% on-cost, which
would have blown the project out the water, so all the
contractors who priced the job were advised at tender
stage that keen pricing on the curved work would be
critical if they seriously wanted to win the contract.
Working to a curved radius was a problem for the block
layers. It was fine at first then when they reached the
block lintols they had difficulty laying them to the radius
– they kept creeping back to the flat. Eventually after
building some lintols three times to get them right, they
resorted to making templates.
The pre-cast work was the acid test – this was all
manufactured to radius and if it did not fit then the
block work was at fault.
The client expressed a preference for sash and
case windows for the dwellings as a result of their
experience of failures in other window types in some
of their window replacement contacts. Sash and case
windows are popular as they do not have complicated
ironmongery and the timber sections are easily
accessible for maintenance and repair. They have for
some time been available as double glazed, and with a
severe weather exposure rating.
The common stair windows were designed as standard
W 20 metal casements with horizontal pivot inserts to
allow cleaning access from the inside.
Because of its height the building was classed by
building regulations as a high-rise and had to comply
with regulations, as if it were 20 storeys. The major
implication of this was the requirement for ventilated
lobbies as a two door approach to the dwelling
entrances, which was not possible here in such a tight
plan footprint.
This was solved by pressurising the common approach
lobbies, with air ducted from large powerful fans located
in the roof space, triggered by smoke or heat detectors in
the dwellings.
It proved very popular with the Fire Service in fact at
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trials the pressure system clearly held the smoke back
inside the flat, with the entrance door left open, keeping
the stairway smoke-free for escape and fire service safe
emergency access. On the other hand the dry risers, that
had also to be included, were dismissed by the same Fire
Service officers as a waste of time, as they would never
rely on them in a real emergency as the valves would
invariably have been stolen.
We ended up paying the M & E consultant’s design fee
for the pressurisation system, and although it was not
blue sky design - they worked to a BS, I suspect the
reason for this type of cross-section not being more
widely adopted, was down to the cost of this. The
Housing Corporation funding rules were so strict that
there were no contingencies allowed whatsoever in
building contracts.
It went out to tender in August 1986 and the £2.1M
project was awarded to Laing Scotland. Work started on
site in February 1987 and the development was formally
opened as Craigen Court on 17 March 1989.
When the tenders were returned in 1986 we had a
sweepstake in the office for who could guess most
accurately the winning tender return. Everyone was sure
it would be well over the odds, however, I won with my
estimate – it was bang on the approved limit.
Let me finish off with an apt quotation from “Dancing in
the Streets” by Clifford Hanley….
But what did they go and build tenement closes for?
I don’t mean I object to the tenements and the closes. I ask
myself the question in pure scientific curiosity. Why should
a million people all gather together and put up fourstorey-buildings and streets among them and pends and
back-courts, and decide to live the rest of their lives in this
pile of stone? And why should anybody sane want to come
and join them in t?
And having done that, why should they start finding
affection for the heap, and giving it names and reputations
as if it were a juju, and inventing jokes about it, and
writing songs about it, and carrying on as if it was
something ancient and permanent and pre-ordained and
the best ting of its kind in human history? It baffles me
4

utterly, and the answers, the crisp fourth-hand answers
in sociology do nothing but pile more mystery on top of
the original mystery. The real answer is somewhere in the
primitive magic we fancy we have left behind in the caves.
That’s what Glasgow is like. It isn’t a place, its rite, and the
motions are written somewhere in the blood. Half the time
you would like to get rid of it altogether. But you can’t live
any kind of reasonable kind of life without blood.
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Richard Rodger
Reinforced Tenements: The Law and Urban Form in Scotland since 1707
Why did tenements dominate the Scottish built environment? Why do
tenements prevail and not terraced housing? This presentation will focus on the
inter-relationship between the law of property and economics of building to
argue that the built form was a direct consequence. It was property law that
defined the form of the Edinburgh New Town, and the resultant legal framework
caused the tenement to prevail there, as elsewhere in Scotland. Victorian
feudalism enabled high-rise and provided the cultural legacy that remains today.
RICHARD RODGER is Professor of Economic and Social History at Edinburgh
University. He has published widely on the economic, business and urban
history of Britain since 1800. His book The Transformation of Edinburgh: Land,
Property and Trust in the Nineteenth Century was awarded the Frank Watson
Prize for works on Scottish history. Ongoing research involves projects on the
development of public health in Victorian Scotland, and a study of Edinburgh
trusts as part of a comparative analysis of legal and institutional factors affecting
the trajectory of urban development. This research strand began while
undertaking MA and PhD degrees in Economics and Economic History at
Edinburgh, and continued during appointments at Liverpool, Kansas and
Leicester Universities, where Rodger was until recently Professor of Urban
History and Director of the East Midlands Oral History Archive. As author and
editor, Rodger has published 16 books, and over 100 articles and chapters; he was
General Editor for a series of 40 books under the title of Historical Urban
Studies, and was Editor of Urban History, published by Cambridge University
Press, between 1987 and 2007. In recognition of his numerous publications, and
contributions to the study of economic and social history, Rodger was elected to
the Academy of Social Sciences in 2004 and has recently secured an AHRC grant
for £660,000 to develop a project called: Mapping Edinburgh's Social History
(MESH): A Capital Digital Resource.

Kathleen James-Chakraborty
Modern Memory and the Revival of the Mietskaserne

The revival of the tenement (Mietskaserne) as a model for Berlin dwelling units
coincided with an interest in the city as the locus of collective memory. Not only
was the formerly maligned housing type now appreciated for its ties to a
vanished past, but the multiple strategies adopted by architects engaged in this
effort proved transposable to the creation of Berlin's new memoryscapes. The
nostalgia that surrounded the old Berlin tenement in the 1970s and eighties is
now beginning to be applied to its successor. In particular the recent demolition
of O. M. Ungers’s housing on Lützowplatz has prompted a reconsideration of
this no longer fashionable but nonetheless admired moment when Berlin was
building some of the world’s most aesthetically ambitious social housing.
KATHLEEN JAMES-CHAKRABORTY is Professor of Art History at
University College Dublin. She has also taught at the University of California
Berkeley, where she was Professor of Architecture, the University of Minnesota
and the Ruhr Universität Bochum. Her book Architecture since 1900 will be
published next year by the University of Minnesota Press. She is also the author
of German Architecture for a Mass Audience (Routledge, 2000) and the editor of
Bauhaus Culture from Weimar to the Cold War (Minnesota, 2006).

Katharina Borsi
The Persistence of the Block
The Berlin block of the nineteenth century is currently undergoing a renaissance.
In a modified form the perimeter block appears in a number of current master
plans, such as Bercy, Paris, Barcelona as well as in Berlin. Also the nineteenth
century quarters it fills are the most sought after due to their vibrant street life
and their dynamic mix of uses and functions. A number of its spatial qualities
enable the building to accommodate a variety of changing uses and populations
from the time of its proliferation in the 1860s to the present day. Generous and
undifferentiated spaces in its interior allow the building to continuously readapt
to diverse and changing requirements, such that the building can be used for
living and working, accommodating industrial uses, office spaces and living units
at the same time. Its formal articulation allows a dense and changing pattern of
living and working in an urban form that draws its interior and exterior spaces
closely together. Programmatic activity can evolve fluidly from the exterior of the
street into the interior of the courtyard, which allows a very flexibly definable

gradation from public to private space, while also promoting a distinct
neighbourhood identity. The paper compares the spatial performance of the
nineteenth century block with some of its recent reinterpretations. It argues that
current discussions on the block are too much focused on the reinstatement of
its form rather than its performance as an instrument for building the city.
KATHARINA BORSI is an architect, urban designer and educator. She has
practiced in Berlin and London, and continues to be involved in design
guidance, urban regeneration projects and masterplanning. Her focus in research
and teaching lies on urban live projects and the history and theory of urbanism.
Borsi is currently the Acting Director of Diploma in Architecture at the
University of Nottingham. She has previously taught at the Architectural
Association in London and the Mackintosh School of Architecture in Glasgow.
She holds a PhD from the Architectural Association on the Urbanism of the
Berlin block.

Raymond Young
Pioneering tenement rehabilitation in Govan, Glasgow, 1972-76
This presentation recounts the story of the pioneering tenement rehabilitation
programme that began as a student project in the Govan area of Glasgow and
developed into a city wide programme carried out by community based housing
associations and was a major influence on the development of the housing
association sector across Scotland which has been responsible for some of the
best new tenements in Scotland. The cultural and social context of the project is
outlined, including attitudes towards working class tenements in the 1960’s and
early 70’s. The transition from experiment to mainstream is explained and some
reflection made on why the programme was successful.
RAYMOND YOUNG CBE FRIAS is an architect by training and was one of the
founder members of ASSIST, the community architecture practice in Govan that
pioneered both tenement rehabilitation and community based housing
associations in the early 1970s. He has long term interest in community
regeneration and sustainability, has worked with the Housing Corporation and
Scottish Homes, and now runs a very part-time regeneration consultancy from a
sustainable straw bale office in Perthshire. He is a non-executive advisory

committee member of Historic Scotland and a General Trustee of the Church of
Scotland; previous roles included first chair of Architecture and Design Scotland,
convenor of the Rural Housing Service, and a member of the UK Sustainable
Development Commission. He has recently published the story of Glasgow’s
pioneering tenement improvement programme – Annie’s Loo, the Govan origins
of Scotland’s Community Based Housing Associations.

Wolfgang Förster
Social Housing Architecture in Vienna
Austria´s capital Vienna has long been known for its social housing policies.
Starting with an internationally acknowledged council housing programme in
the ‘Red Vienna’ period in the1920s this housing policy has continually
developed. Today, some 60 per cent of all households live in subsidized housing.
Well-known architects have been involved, based on the assumption that
‘architecture for the poor must never look poor’. New challenges include coping
with growing demand due to rapid population increase, affordability for all,
ecology and climate change, and demographic changes. Vienna has introduced
an innovative developers´ competition scheme which judges all new projects –
some 6,000 units per year – along four ‘pillars’: social sustainability, planning,
ecology, and economy. The presentation will include some of the most
remarkable examples of recent housing projects and urban developments.
WOLFGANG FÖRSTER was born in Vienna in 1953. He studied architecture,
planning and political sciences in Vienna and Graz and worked as an architect
and researcher. He holds a diploma in architecture and a Ph.D. Between 19882001 he served as Deputy Director of the Vienna Housing Fund and, since 2001,
has been serving as Head of the Vienna Regional Housing Research Division.
Förster also acts as Chair of the UN-ECE Committee on Housing and Land
Management where he also serves as a delegate for Austria. He is chair of the
EUROCITIES Working Group on Housing, is coordinator of several EUprojects and has published extensively on public housing and urban renewal.

Stuart Gulliver
The Crown Street Regeneration Project, Glasgow: Some Personal Recollections
(1987-2000)
The presentation will describe the origins of the Crown Street Regeneration
Project. The project was inspired by the International Building Exhibit (IBA) in
Berlin in 1987 and adapted to a Glasgow context. The presentation will outline
the motivations and processes involved in transposing such as scheme from
Berlin to Glasgow.
STUART GULLIVER is an economist and internationally recognised
practitioner of distinction in economic development and urban regeneration.
He is Emeritus Professor at the University of Glasgow and an elected Fellow of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He was for 10 years Chief Executive of Glasgow
Development Agency and before that was Director of Development at the
Scottish Development Agency and had an earlier career in English New Towns.
Gulliver has worked at the highest level in both city and regional development
and in recent years has acted as ‘Strategic Economic Adviser’ to most of the
major British Cities. He is currently working with The World Bank in St
Petersburg and The Brookings Institute in Washington, USA.

Christoph Kohl

urban fabric; to create the critical mass of urbanity, to give form to the pattern of
the cities and to condition the way of social cohabitation. Inspired by the
approach taken by the architects of the International Building Exhibit (IBA) in
the early 1980s, the office went on to reproduce this typology that was such an
essential part of Berlin’s urban grain. Early projects show ‘new tenement’ designs
where the typology is employed in the design of a new town composed almost
entirely of social housing. Later designs by KK Architects show how the typology
is developed and elaborated in different scales and for different social mixes, but
always organised in a defined urban grain. The firm’s Dutch projects
demonstrate how the new towns quickly became new communities due, it is
argued, to the successful urban realm created by a residential typology that
relates so well to public space.
CHRISTOPH KOHL, born 1961 in Bolzano, South Tyrol, Italy, studied
architecture at the Technical Universities in Innsbruck and Vienna and
completed his thesis at the IUAV University of Venice, Italy, in 1988. After his
studies he worked in different architectural practices in Berlin as well as in Rob
Krier’s office in Vienna. In 1993 he became a partner in the architectural practice
Rob Krier · Christoph Kohl. Since 1993, the headquarters of Rob Krier ⋅
Christoph Kohl Architecture has been in located Berlin. The transfer from
Vienna came about due to their significant participation in the construction and
coordination of Kirchsteigfeld, a planning project near Potsdam (1992-1997)
that was built according to their urban design proposal. Subsequently they have
been responsible for the design of masterplan projects in different European
countries, with a focus on the Netherlands. Since 2010 Kohl is the sole director of
the office which is now operating under the name KK Architects.

The making of a socially sustainable town
Reflecting on the last 20 years of the work of the firm KK Architects., one sees
the repeated recreation and development of the tenement typology as a
fundamental component in their urban design. The tenement, or ‘Mietskaserne’
in German, makes up large parts of the urban fabric of many cities, in particular
the city of Berlin, where the office is based. Berlin has been called ‘the world’s
largest tenement city’. While the tenement was previously condemned for the
housing conditions within, this rejection was more due to the density of
buildings and their occupation rather than the typology as such. KK’s work
focuses on the essence of this architectural typology and its important role in the

Ken MacRae
The Tenement for the 21st Century
The presentation will discuss the competition, commission and construction of
the ‘Tenement for the 21st Century’ on Shakespeare Street, one of the first New
Tenements in Glasgow. The project was designed by MacRae with McGum
Logan Duncan & Opfer Architects, Glasgow. It was commissioned in 1984 by
Maryhill Housing Association, Glasgow and completed in 1989 as ‘Craigen
Court’.

After studying at Strathclyde University School of Architecture, Glasgow, KEN
MACRAE worked for Alison and Peter Smithson, Architects, London, and
worked between 1970–1976 for Gillespie Kidd & Coia, Architects, Glasgow. In
1978 he completed a Master’s Degree from the School of Environmental Design
at the Royal College of Art, London. MacRae started teaching at the Mackintosh
School of Architecture as a Part time Studio Tutor in 1984 and is currently a
Studio Tutor and Programme Leader for the Engineering with Architecture
courses run with the University of Glasgow School of Engineering.
Between 1978–1992, as a self-employed architect, projects that MacRae worked
on included hospital rehabilitation, with Hodges & Haxworth, Architects,
London; Headquarters for the World Association of Girl Guides & Girl Scouts,
London, with John Dangerfield Associates, Architects, Middlesex. He also
worked on various projects in Saudi Arabia with IDEA International, London.
Competitions have included the Paris Opera House Competition with Julyan
Wickham & Brendan Woods; Awards he has received include the Scottish Civic
Trust Glasgow 1990 Award, The Saltire Society Commendation 1990 and the
Glasgow Institute of Architects GIA Award 1991.

Karen Anderson
Recent Glasgow Projects and the Tenement Legacy
The presentation will discuss current Anderson Bell Christie projects at
Whiteinch, Govan and New Gorbals in Glasgow. These projects are based on a
tenemental approach and are all for Housing Association clients, though some of
the dwellings are for sale at affordable costs. They illustrate a variety of
approaches in their configuration of accommodation and in their response to
their sites and the social brief.
KAREN ANDERSON is a founding partner of Anderson Bell Christie. She was
previously a Royal Fine Art Commissioner and taught Architecture at the
University of Strathclyde. She is past Convenor of the Saltire Housing Design
Awards Panel and current Chair of Architecture and Design Scotland. She
qualified from the Mac in 1984.

MILES GLENDINNING is Professor of Architectural Conservation at the
University of Edinburgh and Director of the Scottish Centre for Conservation
Studies. He has published extensively on modernist and contemporary
architecture and housing: books include Tower Block (with Stefan Muthesius),
The Conservation Movement, and Architecture’s Evil Empire – a polemical
evaluation of contemporary ‘iconic modernism’. He is chair of the
DOCOMOMO International Specialist Committee on Urbanism and Landscape
(co-organiser of this event). Current research projects include an in-depth
investigation of mass housing in Hong Kong and Singapore.

FLORIAN URBAN is Professor and Head of Architectural History and Urban
Studies at the Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow School of Art. He
holds a Master of Fine Arts from the University of the Arts in Berlin, an MA in
Urban Planning from UCLA and a Ph.D. in History and Theory of Architecture
from MIT. He is the author of Neo-historical East Berlin – Architecture and
Urban Design in the German Democratic Republic 1970-1990 (Farnham: Ashgate,
2009) and Tower and Slab – Histories of Global Mass Housing (Abingdon:
Routledge, 2012).
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